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Factcheck
In response to Simon Pirani’s furious 
reply (Letters, July 28), ostensibly 
to my article on the Durham Miners’ 
Gala, let me make the following clear.

Simon’s counterattack is made, 
wrongly, against the editors of the 
Weekly Worker, in that he says they 
made some “inflammatory” claim 
against him. Either he hasn’t actually 
seen the article (‘Past and present’, 
July 14), or he thinks I am an editor 
of the paper. The editors of the paper 
made no such attack on him or anyone 
else and certainly not in the article 
I wrote. I wrote it as a person quite 
independent from either the editorial 
or the CPGB or the paper as such. I 
do not speak for the Weekly Worker, as 
they will readily tell you, and they do 
not and did not speak for me.

So it comes down to the nature of 
what I said and what the article I was 
critical of said. I’m not going to plod 
through Simon’s article line by line, 
it runs from pages 38 to 43 in the 
Durham Miners’ Gala brochure. In 
it the case is made that Ukraine was 
an innocent party in a sudden and 
unwarranted attack upon it by Russia: 
“Factcheck: Russia’s war aims. Is 
Russia resisting Nato expansion? No.” 
I see now that the ‘Factcheck’ piece 
is not actually part of Simon’s article, 
although that was by no means made 
clear. It appears directly after his article 
and is an anonymous comment made 
by someone else. Page 43 follows 
directly on Simon’s piece on page 42 
and is not credited. It now seems clear 
that he was not responsible for the 
‘Factcheck’ follow up, which looks 
like a summary of his article - in which 
case, Simon, you have my sincere 
apologies: that was the way I read it. I 
accept that was a misinterpretation.

On the subject of the Donbas 
miners themselves: yes, it is true that 
the National Union of Mineworkers, 
such as it is today, did make a political 

decision to support one side in the war. 
Miners, of course, form the bedrock 
and support for the anti-2014 coup 
militia, while the miners’ leadership, 
under Sergey Yunak, supported the 
coup, as did a section of the Donbas 
miners. Mines on the pro-Russian side 
have been hit, as have those on the 
anti-Russian side; miners on both sides 
have been killed. I strongly disagreed, 
and continue to disagree, with taking a 
side in this war.

The ‘Factcheck’ summary which 
follows Simon’s article is, in my 
view, pro-Nato and therefore pro 
Nato’s ambition to break up Russia in 
preparation for the forthcoming global 
conflict with China. In my view that 
section is indeed pro-imperialist. But 
if Simon is not responsible for that 
piece, then my understanding of his 
actual article was in error. I accept his 
piece couldn’t be called pro-imperialist 
or pro-Nato, and I apologise for this 
misreading of his article and for 
attributing the offending follow-up 
piece to him.

I did not impute anything in 
particular to Dave Temple, the man 
usually responsible for the brochure, 
other than to congratulate him on 
its excellent production, with the 
exception of that ‘Factcheck’ piece, 
which I strongly disagree with.

As to Bruno Kretzschmar’s criticism 
(Letters, July 28) of my failures, well, 
you’re right, mate: neither me nor the 
working class in general is ready to 
abandon the transcendent demands for 
progress, which require actual material 
substances like steel and concrete and 
the means by which to produce them. 
Half of India’s population live without 
electricity, often on earth floors using 
camel dung to heat a pot to cook the 
family’s food. The demand for India’s 
vast reserves of coal and clean coal 
power to bring electricity and clean 
water and hygiene, sanitation, a higher 
income, longer life and reduced child 
mortality could be seen as a demand 
‘for growth’, but only a person who 
fails to see the working class in the 
class struggle could possibly criticise 
that.

My daughter was 16 before we got 

our first inside toilet - transcendent 
demands like that, particularly in the 
winter, tend to focus your attention. 
Material progress certainly isn’t all we 
want, but, by god, a decent standard 
of life and place to live and grow is 
certainly a good start. The industrial 
capacity, technology and the means 
to bring everyone in the world up 
to a standard of living considered 
quite normal across the world is no 
acceptance of ‘capitalism’. Capitalism 
is the obstacle to us achieving higher 
human relationships and experiences, 
but we do actually need material 
improvements and progress along the 
way.
David John Douglass
South Shields

Another wedge
Comrades on the Labour left will 
be aware that voting in the current 
national executive committee election 
has been delayed. It should have begun 
on July 25, but due to ‘IT problems’ 
the ballot emails will now be sent out 
on August 3 at the earliest. Labour’s 
record with information technology is 
not good!

Those who are members of 
Momentum and the Campaign for 
Labour Party Democracy will also 
have noticed that all is not well with 
the left slate. Whilst the CLPD and 
most other covens within the Centre 
Left Grassroots Alliance are backing 
the ‘Grassroots 5’, Momentum was 
only able to back the ‘Grassroots 
Voice 4’. It seems the legacy of 
Zionism from the days when Jon 
Lansman ruled the roost meant that 
Momentum refused to endorse Naomi 
Wimborne-Idrissi, who is well known 
for her role as media officer for Jewish 
Voice for Labour and a firm opponent 
of the witch-hunt.

Things changed when Momentum’s 
new national coordinating committee 
met for the first time following its own 
elections: the full slate of five were 
endorsed. However, it didn’t last long. 
Within days an emergency meeting 
of the NCG was called to withdraw 
the endorsement and revert to the 
‘Grassroots Voice 4’.

The reason for the reversal: 
there was some doubt (apparently 
unfounded) about Naomi’s 
commitment to trans rights, so 
Momentum sought a clear statement 
from her, backing “the rights of trans 
people to self-identify their gender”. 
When this was not forthcoming 
(for reasons of protocol rather than 
politics), it was assumed that Naomi 
was sufficiently anti-trans to require 
her removal from the slate. Just as 
Momentum joined in the witch-hunt 
of the Labour left over fake charges of 
anti-Semitism, now we see the same 
organisation using the ‘trans self-
identity’ wedge as a weapon to attack 
its opponents on the left.

I should add that ordinary members 
of Momentum will be blissfully 
unaware of these goings-on - the 
web page that contains links to NCG 
minutes has not been updated since 
June 4, and the explanation of the 
above decisions was only supplied to 
‘certain key activists’. All the rank and 
file got was an email introducing the 
new co-chairs, Hilary Schan and Kate 
Dove, and the now obligatory plea to 
up their direct debit payments.

Momentum is not alone in 
elevating the trans issue to the top of 
the ‘good socialist’ check list. Another 
of the CLGA-backed candidates, 
Jessica Barnard, has just co-authored 
a blog article on the Tribune website, 
entitled ‘Labour must fight for trans 
liberation’. I will leave it to others to 
provide a full assessment, but I agree 
with those who say this is a complex, 
nuanced subject that requires 
extended reflection and respectful 
debate. So praising one side as the 
‘liberators’, while branding the others 

as ‘authoritarians’, does not help. 
Worst of all, though, is the implied 
call for Labour to turn its disciplinary 
guns on those who’ve been the subject 
of a ‘complaint’ on this issue. It seems 
Barnard wants to initiate a whole new 
purge in the party - this time targeting 
all those who dare to speak out against 
‘trans self-identity’.

Back to the NEC elections. Labour 
Party Marxists are calling for the left 
to vote for the full ‘Grassroots 5’ slate: 
Naomi Wimborne-Idrissi, Yasmine 
Dar, Gemma Bolton, Mish Rahman 
and Jessica Barnard. Please use the 
postcode tool on the CLPD website 
to find the preference order for where 
you live. As ever, our support does not 
exclude criticism, but we recognise 
that the left has suffered a huge defeat 
in recent years, and these candidates 
can garner enough support to get 
elected and speak out against the right 
majority on the NEC.
Clive Dean
email

Escorts
The newly-released groundbreaking 
film, Good luck to you, Leo Grande, 
is a powerful antidote to the militant 
feminism that is spreading like wildfire 
across the UK. This is working with 
Labour councils as far apart as Bristol, 
Leeds and Edinburgh, in order to close 
down sex venues, especially strip 
clubs.

The film stars Emma Thompson 
as Nancy Stokes, a former religious 
education teacher, who hires a sex 
worker, Leo Grande, played by 
Daryl McCormack. As Nancy Stokes 
embarks on a post-marital sexual 
awakening and Leo Grande draws on 
his skills and charm, together they find 
a surprising human connection.

Women paying for sex is the last 
taboo. Good luck to you, Leo Grande 
shows men how women like to be 
treated. With the number of reported 
rapes topping 65,000 each year, but 
only three percent going to court, a 
new way of reducing this high number 
of rapes is desperately needed. That 
means the introduction of healthy 
sexual relationship lessons as part 
of community and social studies in 
schools (which include the importance 

of a woman’s clitoris, when it comes 
to men’s love-making, as in the film).

It also means the legalisation of 
licensed brothels, similar to Australia. 
This goes one step further than the 
decriminalisation of prostitution 
advocated by independent sex 
workers, who see licensed brothels as 
a form of competition. All men should 
have their first sexual experience with 
an escort - a polite term for a prostitute. 
By doing so, men would learn how to 
respect and treat women (in Australia 
a session in a brothel is often given to 
men as an 18th birthday present.)

Good luck to you, Leo Grande - 
now on general release in cinemas and 
also available for streaming via the 
Hulu website.
John Smithee
Cambridgeshire

Bargain travel
The UK has some of the highest 
train fares in Europe. Bus fares, even 
for short journeys are inordinately 
expensive. Often the cheapest way to 
travel is still by private car or by flying.

In Europe governments are slashing 
the cost of public transport. They 
believe this will relieve the financial 
pressure on households, whilst also 
helping get the economy moving and 
cutting carbon emissions. In Spain, 
for instance, a new trial that started 
this month sees free passenger travel 
on many inter-city routes. The policy 
costs €7 billion euros (£5.9 billion) and 
it is being paid for through a windfall 
tax on banks and energy companies. 
In Germany and Austria also there has 
been radical action to cut the cost of 
bus and rail travel.

In the UK, meanwhile, transport 
is the largest greenhouse gas emitter. 
Most of the impact comes from private 
car use. When Rishi Sunak cut fuel duty 
by 5p a litre in the spring statement, it 
cost the treasury £2.4 billion. A further 
20p cut, which some Tories have 
proposed, would cost a further £10 
billion. Passenger revenue from public 
transport is about £17 billion annually, 
so spending the £10 billion on cutting 
fares would mean bargain (or even 
free) travel for millions.
Alan Stewart
Wakefield

Online Communist Forum

Sunday August 7 5pm 
A week in politics - political report from 
CPGB’s Provisional Central Committee 

and discussion
Use this link to join the meeting: 
communistparty.co.uk/ocf-register

Organised by CPGB: communistparty.co.uk and 
Labour Party Marxists: www.labourpartymarxists.org.uk

For further information, email Stan Keable at 
Secretary@labourpartymarxists.org.uk

A selection of previous Online Communist Forum talks can be 
viewed at: youtube.com/c/CommunistPartyofGreatBritain

Fill in a standing order form  
(back page), donate via our  
website, or send cheques, 
payable to Weekly Worker

August next
Congratulations to all those 

comrades who chipped in 
at the end of last week to make 
sure we broke through that 
£2,250 barrier - in other words, 
we just made our Weekly Worker 
monthly fighting fund target for 
July!

You may remember that I 
told you last week that we still 
needed £115 - by last Friday 
in reality (in other words, the 
day after publication). And we 
did it! Thanks in particular to 
Irish comrade AM, who made a 
fantastic bank transfer worth £82 
in sterling; and to comrade BK, 
who, not for the first time, did 
his bit with a £50 transfer. There 
were also end-of-the month 
standing orders from MD (£25) 
and DC (£6).

Those four contributions were 
enough to take our final tally 
up to £2,273, so we exceeded 
the target by £23 - not a huge 
amount, admittedly, but it did go 
a little way to make up for those 
shortfalls at the beginning of the 
year.

So what about August? 
Can we get there once again? 
Well, after just three days, as I 
write, we already have £341 in 
the kitty! True, the start of the 

month is renowned for the higher 
proportion of standing orders 
than normal and August has been 
no exception - just about all of the 
donations were standing orders.

Special thanks goes to 
comrades AC (for his excellent 
£60) and EW (£50), while TG 
contributed his usual £25. Then 
BK - the same comrade whose £50 
helped ensure we reached our July 
target at the last moment - paid his 
usual £20 just a couple of days 
later! Others who chipped in with 
that same amount were PG and 
ML, while a further 15 comrades 
donated sums of under £20.

Now let’s see if we can really 
smash through that £2,250 
barrier in August! But just a word 
of warning: as usual there’ll 
be two weeks this month when 
there’ll be no Weekly Worker - 
on August 18 and August 25. In 
other words, next week will see 
the last issue until September, as 
we’ll be having our usual two-
week summer break.

But let’s hope we’ll end the 
month with a bang in any case! l

Robbie Rix

Fighting fund

https://weeklyworker.co.uk/
https://communistparty.co.uk/ocf-register
https://communistparty.co.uk
http://www.labourpartymarxists.org.uk
mailto:Secretary%40labourpartymarxists.org.uk?subject=OCF%3A
https://youtube.com/c/CommunistPartyofGreatBritain
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Bombs and monsters: Godzilla and Hiroshima
Friday August 5, 6.30pm: Film screening, Hochhauser Auditorium, 
Victoria and Albert Museum, Cromwell Road, London SW7. 
Screening of The dawn of Kaiju Eiga, a fascinating documentary on 
the relationship between the Godzilla saga and the atomic bomb.
The film will be introduced by the V&A’s archival and Japan experts 
and followed by a Q&A with the director. Registration free.
Organised by London Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament:
www.facebook.com/events/749581069596636.

Barclays: banking on apartheid
Tuesday August 9, 6pm: Online campaign launch. Militarised 
violence against the Palestinian people is a central feature of Israel’s 
occupation and apartheid regime. Israel trades in arms with dozens 
of countries, including the UK. Banks like Barclays facilitate this 
trade. Campaign to demand Barclays end their complicity.
Organised by Palestine Solidarity Campaign and War on Want:
palestinecampaign.org/events/barclays-banking-on-apartheid-2.

Socialists and the strikes: a strategy to win
Tuesday August 9, 6.30pm: Public meeting, St Annes Soho, 
55 Dean Street, London W1. The strikes are spreading and the 
question for socialists is how to turn a wave into a tsunami that can 
beat back the bosses and the government. Speakers include Alex 
Gordon (RMT). Organised by Counterfire:
www.facebook.com/events/582672110077601.

The lives of the left: Eleanor Marx
Thursday August 11, 6pm: Weekly online education series. 
Introduction by Anne McShane, followed by discussion.
Organised by Labour Left Alliance:
www.facebook.com/LabourLeftAlliance.

The united front
Thursday August 11, 6.30pm: Online public meeting. Trotsky’s 
strategic thought on how revolutionaries organise in broad 
movements. Speaker: Martin Hall. Organised by Counterfire:
www.facebook.com/events/757526955287933.

Thames walk for Palestine
Saturday August 13, 8.30am: Walk along the Thames, raising 
funds for Medical Aid for Palestinians. Start at Thames Barrier 
(about 11 miles) or Greenwich (six miles), ending at Tower Bridge.
Organised by Lewisham Stop the War Coalition:
www.facebook.com/events/785813662424210.

Stop fascist Tommy Robinson in Telford
Saturday August 13, 1pm: Counterdemonstration, Southwater 
Square, Telford TF3. Robinson is cynically attempting to use 
appalling cases of child grooming in Telford for his own ends. Don’t 
let the racists divide us - Justice for the victims.
Organised by Stand Up To Racism Shropshire and Telford:
www.facebook.com/events/595718375503461.

Peterloo march for democracy
Sunday August 14, 12.30pm: March, followed by speeches and 
entertainment. Assemble Piccadilly Gardens, Manchester M1.
A celebration of democracy and how to actually implement it. 
Also remembering the Peterloo massacre. Speakers include Jeremy 
Corbyn, Ricky Tomlinson, Stella Assange and Laura Pidcock.
Organised by The Word newspaper and Oldham Trades Council:
www.facebook.com/groups/770925089714393.

Remember Burston Strike School
Sunday September 4, 10.30am to 3.30pm: Rally, Diss Road,
Burston, Norfolk IP22. Commemorate the longest strike in history. 
Speakers include Mick Lynch, RMT general secretary. Free entry. 
Organised by Unite the Union and TUC:
www.facebook.com/groups/9098942153.

Stop Rwanda flights - no offshore detention
Monday September 5, from 9am: Protest outside Royal Courts of 
Justice, Strand, London WC2. This hearing will decide whether the 
Rwanda deportations policy is lawful.
Organised by TUC and Stand Up To Racism:
www.facebook.com/events/424295039569316.

Wigan Diggers Festival
Saturday September 10, 11am to 9.30pm: Open-air free festival, 
The Wiend, Wigan WN1. Commemorating Gerrard Winstanley and 
the 17th century Diggers movement with music and political stalls.
Organised by Wigan Diggers Festival:
wigandiggersfestival.org/2022/07/07/wigan-diggers-festival-2022.

Boycott Puma: global day of action
Saturday September 10, 12 noon: Protest, Puma Store, 52 Carnaby 
Street, London W1. Puma ignores hundreds of Palestinian sports 
teams and maintains its unethical sponsorship of the Israel Football 
Association, supporting Israel’s dispossession of the Palestinian 
population. Join campaigners in similar protests across the world.
Organised by Palestine Solidarity Campaign:
www.facebook.com/events/478976774228982.

Strike together - lobby the TUC
Sunday September 11, 1pm: Eve of TUC rally, Holiday Inn,
137 Kings Road, Brighton BN1. Solidarity with the rising wave 
of strikes, as workers fight back against the employers amid the 
relentless cost of living crisis.
Organised by National Shop Stewards Network:
www.facebook.com/events/575165120890994.

CPGB wills
Remember the CPGB and keep the struggle going. Put our party’s 
name and address, together with the amount you wish to leave, in 
your will. If you need further help, do not hesitate to contact us.

Gunning for China
Eddie Ford wonders whether the much-heralded Kherson 
counter-offensive and massive deliveries of western armaments 
could be a potential game-changer

Phase one of the Ukraine war 
began with Russia’s northern 
thrust, in a failed attempt 

to surround and subjugate Kyiv 
- presumably intending to arrest 
Volodymyr Zelensky, or see him 
fleeing into exile. The second phase of 
the “special military operation” was its 
moderately successful offensive in the 
Donbass (now on pause).

Meanwhile, Ukraine has announced 
plans for its own offensive in the south. 
The stated intention is to retake Kherson, 
which has been under Russian control 
since March - the only oblast capital 
captured by Putin’s forces. If Kherson 
were to change hands again, it would 
deal a big blow to Russia’s propaganda 
efforts to portray the invasion back 
home as a military success. Therefore 
the new battle for Kherson represents a 
potential game-changer, or at the very 
least a significant moment in the war.

As part of general preparations for 
the counter-offensive, the Ukrainian 
military has been targeting the 
Antonovsky bridge which joins 
Kherson to the south with US-
supplied Himars. If the city can be 
cut off from reinforcements and 
resupplies, Russian forces will be in 
real trouble. So far we are told that 
the bridge remains open, but not to 
civilian traffic. Russian forces are also 
operating an improvised ferry service 
with amphibious vehicles for both 
military and civilian traffic. At the 
same time, it is reported that Ukrainian 
partisans - or terrorists if you are 
Moscow - have damaged the only 
two other bridges accessing Kherson. 
Ukrainian forces have retaken dozens 
of villages and towns along the border.

In response, Russia relocated large 
numbers of troops from the east to 
the south. This involved withdrawing 
tactical groups of airborne forces from 
Donbas and also moving troops from 
its eastern military district - which were 
being used to attack Sloviansk, a town 
in Ukrainian-controlled Donetsk, and 
were in reserve in Russia’s southern 
Belgorod region. A counter-offensive 
to the counter-offensive, if you like.

Though this is something not 
really discussed much in the western 
media, one of the strengths of the 
Russian army is its ability to move 
troops and equipment quickly - or at 
least according to Ukraine’s deputy 
head of military intelligence, Vadym 
Skibitsky, who recently spoke to The 
Daily Telegraph. He has pointed to 
how the Russian forces retreated from 
Ukraine’s northern regions in March 
and reappeared in the Donbas two 
weeks later. Skibitsky has also stressed 
that, while Russia was running out of 
high-quality rockets, it has “a huge 
amount” of old Soviet rockets left in its 
stockpiles - over 30 years old and less 
effective, true, but enough to pound 
and harass. Russia is now ramping up 
production of new weapons. In early 
July, the duma passed war-economy 
measures to compel businesses to 
supply the military with goods and 
oblige employees to work overtime.

The Ukrainian counteroffensive, if 
it actually happens, will certainly not 
come as a surprise to the Russians - it 
has been very much advertised. In a 
certain sense, why even bother trying 
to keep it secret? Given satellites, 
drones and hacking into the other 
side’s communications network and 
so on, the only working assumption is 
that the Russians can clearly see what 
is going on. Now, maybe the Ukrainian 
authorities have something up their 
sleeve and this is all a clever feint. But 
for the time being, we have to take the 
counter-offensive at face value.

Could it be successful? Well, how 
long is a piece of string? But some sort 
of victory is at least a possibility, not 
least due to the massive deliveries of 
western armaments, especially from 
the US. At the beginning of the week, 
the Biden administration announced a 
new tranche of weapons for Ukraine - 
the $550 million package will include 
more Himars, as well as 75,000 rounds 
of 155mm artillery ammunition. 
Previous weapons assistance from 
Washington to Kyiv has included 
counter-artillery radars, Javelin anti-
tank missiles, Soviet-made helicopters, 
shells and light armoured vehicles. This 
brings the total of military assistance 
committed since Biden took office to 
more than $8.8 billion, according to 
Pentagon figures.

There is also the fact of improved 
training and pretty accurate intelligence 
supplied by the US, especially 
excellent satellite imagery and real-
time information. Not to mention 
joint planning between Kyiv and 
Washington, which must be happening. 
Naturally, the US strongly denies it is 
a participant in the conflict or is at war 
with Russia. Perish the thought. Rather, 
we are meant to believe, the intelligence-
sharing with Ukraine is designed to 
prevent wider war. Skibitsky himself has 
denied that US officials were providing 
direct targeting information. But he 
acknowledges there is “consultation” 
between US and Ukrainian intelligence 
officials before strikes, like the attack on 
the Antonovsky bridge, so Washington 
could vet and if necessary veto intended 
targets. Russia, needless to say, has 
denounced Washington for being 
“directly involved” in the war, and 
passing on intelligence that has led to 
the “mass deaths of civilians”.

An intriguing aspect about the war 
so far has been the surprising lack of 
air activity, unless we count missiles. 
Ukraine’s airforce is nothing compared 
to Russia, it almost goes without 
saying, having about 175 military 
aircraft, which includes 61 fighters - but 
remember that the actual readiness rate 
could be far below that. There have been 
no deliveries of advanced American 
aircraft and Ukraine is still using 
Russian tanks supplied from eastern 
Europe. Therefore that immediately 
poses the question of how to retake a 
city like Kherson, for instance, without 
resorting to the same tactics that have 
been roundly condemned in the west 
when used by Russian forces in the 
Donbas. That is, massive artillery 
bombardment - including the extensive 
use of missiles - of cities and then 
tank and infantry thrusts, involving 
potentially heavy civilian casualties.

Geostrategic
There is another obvious question. If 
Russia suffers a big defeat, such as the 
loss of Kherson, what would happen in 
Moscow? You would expect rumblings 
of discontent at the top. First there was 
the humiliating defeat of phase one, with 
Russia becoming a bit of a laughing 
stock the world over for its military 
ineptness and logistical blunders. But, 
if the relatively successful phase two, 
albeit at a grinding pace, is halted by 
Ukrainian success in the south - one 
more humiliation - then there could well 
be anti-Putin manoeuvring amongst the 
military and security elite.

Then we have to ask ourselves - what 
is the west’s strategic goal? It is not only 
to get rid of Vladimir Putin (take that as 
a given), but also to weaken Russia so 
much that it cannot pull off any military 
venture like Ukraine ever again - thus 
it needs to be thoroughly hammered 
and reduced to a permanently weaker 

position. We know of previous plans 
to break up Russia in various ways (an 
open secret). Of course, there could 
well be unintended consequences of 
halting and defeating Russia in Ukraine 
- centrally, cementing Moscow into the 
orbit of Beijing. You could argue that 
Russia is the Austro-Hungary of the 
present period, increasingly subordinate 
to a greater power - ie, China.

Clearly things are moving in that 
direction when you consider all the 
oil and gas embargoes, and other such 
sanctions, directed against Russia. 
But, if there are any moves by the 
security apparatus core in Moscow, it is 
extremely unlikely that they are going 
to throw themselves into the arms of the 
US and agree to divide up the country. 
Rather, they will turn to China and in 
that way save the unity and strength of 
Russia (and retain some dignity). That 
is surely a vastly more preferable option 
than becoming a wretched vassal of the 
US.

A colour revolution would be another 
matter. If cracks open up amongst the 
elite it is quite conceivable that the 
masses will enter the political stage. And 
here’s the rub (from our viewpoint). 
The left in Russia is marginal. The so-
called Communist Party of the Russian 
Federation is to all intents and purposes 
a creature of the silovarchs. Rank and 
file members might well have no love 
for Putin and his cronies, but with few 
exceptions CPRF MPs, mayors and 
editors have acted a cheer leaders for 
the ‘special military operation’. No, 
the danger is that Alexei Navalny, or 
someone very much like him, will take 
the lead and become, in effect, a second 
Boris Yeltsin.

What are Russia’s war aims? Whilst 
accepting that foreign policy ultimately 
goes back to domestic policy, we must 
reject notions such as Russia needing 
to do something with the fancy arms 
it accumulated in the years of the 
commodities and fossil fuel boom. 
Obviously Russia wants to put a stop 
to colour revolutions, not only in its 
near abroad, but also to prevent one 
happening at home too. On top of that 
there is the dream of a neo-Russian 
empire which incorporates the great, 
white and little Russias and has the 
strength to muscle its way into the 
imperialist club. The war in Ukraine 
must be seen in that context. We assume, 
therefore, that ‘de-Nazification’ has 
little or nothing to do with destroying 
the Azov battalion and other such fascist 
outfits. It is code for de-Ukrainisation, 
it is about wiping Ukraine off the map 
as any sort of viable state - hence the 
original plan to quickly conquer Kyiv 
and impose a pro-Moscow quisling 
administration, or something along 
those lines.

So the main driver of this war is 
geostrategic. What is true for Russia is 
also true for the USA. It wants to reset its 
global hegemony by expanding Nato, 
breaking-up Russia and surrounding 
China. No matter how we feel for the 
suffering of the ordinary Ukrainian 
people it is clear that the Zelensky 
government in acting as US proxy. The 
US is quite prepared to see Ukraine 
fight to the last soldier, if that means 
inflicting a defeat on Russia. It is also 
quite prepared to see Germany - and 
its Polish, Netherlands, Hungarian 
and Czech economic adjuncts - go 
into a deep recession this winter if it 
means a Russian defeat. Ukraine and 
Germany are just pieces on its global 
chessboard and the US will gladly 
sacrifice them for the sake of total 
domination l
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CHINA

Pulling the dragon’s tail
Dan Lazare looks at the dangerous implications of Nancy Pelosi’s provocative trip to Taiwan, and the 
silence of the congressional left

Here’s a quiz for US foreign 
policy fans. The only major 
political figure in the United 

States to criticise Nancy Pelosi’s 
proposed trip to Taiwan was: 
A Bernie Sanders.
B Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez.
C Donald Trump.

It’s understandable if you 
answered ‘A’, since speaking out 
against imperial provocations like 
this one is what socialist leaders are 
supposed to do. The same goes if you 
answered ‘B’, since a firebrand like 
AOC can hardly be expected to hold 
back at such a fraught moment.

But you’d be wrong. The correct 
answer is ‘C’. While America’s 
two leading pseudo-leftists were 
maintaining strict silence, Trump 
was letting it rip. As he put it on 
Friday, on Truth Social, his personal 
social-media platform:

Why is Nancy Pelosi getting 
involved with China and Taiwan 
other than to make trouble and 
more money, possibly involving 
insider trading and information, 
for her cheatin’ husband? 
Everything she touches turns to 
Chaos, Disruption and ‘Crap’ 
(her second big Congress ‘flop’ 
happening now!), and the China 
mess is the last thing she should 
be involved in - she will only 
make it worse. Crazy Nancy just 
inserts herself and causes great 
friction and hatred. She is such a 
mess!!!

The references may be a bit obscure 
for non-US readers. “Her cheatin’ 
husband” refers to businessman Paul 
Pelosi (net worth: $135 million), 
who recently raised eyebrows by 
unloading $5 million worth of shares 
of chipmaker Nvidia, just as members 
of Congress were preparing to vote 
on subsidies for domestic chip 
manufacturers. “Flop” refers to an 
assault-rifle ban that Speaker Pelosi 
shepherded through the House of 
Representatives, even though it faces 
certain death in the Senate.

But the statement is otherwise 
clear. Pelosi is taking a dangerous 
situation and making it worse. 
Democrats are fouling up royally. 
Hence the implicit message: fire 
the entire lot and bring in MAGA to 
clean the house.

Trump’s intervention speaks 
volumes about an episode that is 
stunning in its recklessness and 
fatuity. While Trump is certainly 
no stranger to China-bashing, he is 
smart enough to realise that the latest 
showdown can only end badly for 
the Biden administration and that the 
effect will therefore be to undermine 
the Democrats and strengthen the 
ultra-right. It is yet another case of 
weak-minded centrists handing over 
power, willingly or not, to expressly 
anti-democratic forces.

It also speaks volumes about the 
incompetence of the US government 
from top to bottom, the fecklessness 
of US Democrats - five Democratic 
members of Congress are 
accompanying Pelosi on the trip - the 
idiocy of the mainstream-Republican 
me-too chorus, and the rottenness of 
American imperialism in general.

The White House opposes the 
trip but has been too timid to say 
so out loud. “As reports of the trip 
solidified in recent days”, the CNBC 
news network reports, “Biden’s top 
spokespeople have been forced to 
say over and over that they cannot 
confirm or deny the existence of 

any upcoming trip, and at the same 
time downplay its significance.” 
As National Security Council 
spokesman John Kirby said on 
August 1, Biden has “made clear that 
Congress is an independent branch of 
government and that speaker Pelosi 
makes her own decisions, as other 
members of Congress do, about their 
overseas travel.”1

It’s not our fault, in other words 
- the decision is hers alone, and, 
anyway, it doesn’t matter because, 
hey, it’s only a trip. 

All of which is nonsense. After 
years of rising tension, Washington is 
upping the ante in the most dramatic 
fashion possible, presenting Beijing 
with no option but to respond in 
kind. The result is a major escalation 
that leaves little doubt that a military 
clash is on the way. If it does not 
happen this week or this month, it 
will occur soon enough after.

Imagine
The United States is following the 
same disastrous road that it did in 
Ukraine. After expanding Nato to 
the east and purposely disregarding 
Moscow’s security concerns, 
it engaged in provocation after 
provocation, while insisting with 
wide-eyed innocence that Russia 
had no cause for concern. Last 
November, to cite just one example, 
the Biden administration signed 
something called the US-Ukraine 
Charter on Strategic Partnership, a 
document committing both countries 
to taking back Crimea, the peninsula 
that Putin seized with overwhelming 
local support in the wake of the 2014 
US-engineered Euromaidan coup.2

Imagine if Russia and Syria had 
entered into a strategic partnership 
aimed at taking back the Golan 
Heights, seized by Israel during the 
1973 Yom Kippur War. Or if China 
and North Korea had entered into a 
strategic partnership aimed at taking 
back the south. There is no doubt as 
to what the US response would be - 
ie, absolutely deafening.

“Nations have a right to 

sovereignty and territorial integrity”, 
Biden insisted blandly. “They have 
the freedom to set their own course 
and choose with whom they will 
associate. But that still leaves plenty 
of room for diplomacy and for 
de-escalation. That’s the best way 
forward for all parties in our view.” 
That was in mid-February. Vladimir 
Putin’s “special military operation”, 
which the US did so much to 
provoke, followed nine days later.

Calling for de-escalation while 
continuing to escalate - such is the 
American way. Now the US is doing 
the same with China. Where Trump 
steered a hard course throughout 
his term, Biden insisted during the 
2020 presidential election campaign 
that he would be just as tough. 
“This is a guy who doesn’t have a 
democratic, with a small ‘d’, bone 
in his body”, he said of Xi Jinping 
during a presidential debate. “This 
is a guy who is a thug, who in 
fact has a million Uyghurs in … 
concentration camps.”3 “The United 
States does need to get tough with 
China”, he declared a few weeks 
later.4 Biden sent secretary of state 
Antony Blinken to accuse China of 
genocide at a March 2021 summit in 
Alaska, imposed trade sanctions in 
June, and in October declared that 
he would defend Taiwan militarily 
against Chinese attack - a violation 
of the “strategic ambiguity” that 
is the official US stance. He 
threatened China in March 2021 
with unspecified “consequences” 
if it aided Russia in its war against 
Ukraine and repeated his vow to 
defend Taiwan militarily in May.

In the meantime, the Pentagon 
labelled China “our most consequential 
strategic competitor” and a “growing 
multi-domain threat”.5 Now, whether 
it admits it or not, the administration 
is following up with a direct 
challenge to the One China policy 
that has been the foundation of US-
Chinese relations for half a century.

Much has changed since the last 
time the US and China went to the 
mat over Taiwan in the mid-1990s. 

Intense military modernisation has 
resulted in a Chinese navy that is 
now 20 percent bigger than that 
of the US. The people’s republic 
has assembled a formidable range 
of hypersonic missiles known as 
“carrier killers” for their ability to 
wreak havoc on the high seas. Oriana 
Skylar Mastro, a China security 
expert at Stanford, recently pointed 
out that, where the US has two air 
bases within approximately 330 
miles of Taipei, China has 39 within 
a slightly larger radius of 500. China 
also has the capability to target US 
communications satellites, while 
relying on more reliable fibre-optic 
cables at home. It also has enough 
military, economic, and political 
clout to see to it that otherwise pro-US 
countries in the region remain on the 
sidelines if worse comes to worse.6 

To be sure, the Chinese navy 
has never been tested in combat. 
But firepower on this scale is 
more than enough to make up for 
a lack of experience. In 2018, a 
congressionally-mandated assessment 
concluded that America would face 
a “decisive military defeat” in the 
event of a showdown. The Pentagon 
has held 18 war games designed to 
simulate a real conflict over Taiwan 
as closely as possible, and in every 
single instance the US has lost.7

China, of course, is also a nuclear 
power with a stockpile of warheads 
somewhere “in the low 200s,” 
according to Pentagon estimates, and 
a hundred or so ICBMs capable of 
reaching the American mainland.8 
That’s 75 percent less than the US 
total, but still enough, needless to 
say, to impose levels of damage 
beyond imagination. 

So the options range from 
conventional warfare, in which the 
US is likely to face defeat, to a nuclear 
holocaust in which the concept of 
victory or defeat is meaningless. So 
why is America behaving so rashly?

One reason is constitutional 
breakdown. Washington has carried 
separation of powers to extremes, so 
it is no surprise that an aging China-

basher like the 82-year-old Pelosi 
has gotten it into her head to make 
foreign policy on her own. The rest of 
the world may find it hard to believe, 
but it is true: US government is a 
multi-headed hydra that speaks with 
multiple voices that often conflict.

Another reason is incompetence. 
As anyone who has noticed Joe 
Biden’s vacant expression in recent 
months will agree, America’s aging 
chief executive has effectively gone 
AWOL. He has a poor grasp of the 
issues, he blurts out statements that 
aides have to walk back, and he falls 
asleep at international conferences.9 
“The military thinks it’s not a good 
idea right now,” he said two weeks 
ago about Pelosi’s upcoming trip. 
“But I don’t know what the status of it 
is,” he added - as if that was someone 
else’s responsibility. Biden should 
make up his mind as to whether or not 
he wants to stick with the One China 
policy. But instead he has chosen an 
incoherent policy in between. 

There is also hubris - the sense that 
America is invulnerable and must 
never back down. Finally, there is the 
“imperial overstretch” that historian 
Paul Kennedy described in his 
classic 1987 study, The rise and fall 
of the great powers. After a utopian 
interlude in which “the indispensable 
nation” thought it could create its 
“own reality”, leaving it to others 
“to just study what we do” (to quote 
Madeleine Albright and Karl Rove 
respectively), reality has arrived 
with a vengeance. The Russian war 
machine is grinding on in eastern 
Ukraine, economic sanctions are 
backfiring, and the global economy 
is suffering from inflation and 
recession - a combination that the 
war did not cause but which it has 
certainly intensified. Governments 
are falling in Britain, Italy and 
Bulgaria, as Europeans wrestle with 
the consequences of continually 
deferring to a group of mindless 
neocons in Washington.

And now the same laptop 
bombardiers are stumbling into 
an even worse debacle that cannot 
help but summon up memories of 
1914. Last time around, it was the 
Americans, French, and British who 
picked up the pieces at Versailles. 
The question now is who will pick up 
the pieces after the US l
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The prince and the terrorist
Yassamine Mather explores the fabulously rich bin Laden family and the links between the Middle East’s 
efficient royals and Britain’s dignified royals

I f you asked a European, a north 
American or even a member of 
the third world elite to tell you 

who they think Osama bin Laden 
was, they will probably tell you, ‘he 
was a terrorist’. In their mind they 
might have an image of a tribesman, 
a peasant from those last pictures 
taken when, in May 2011, US 
Navy Seals raided his Abbottabad 
compound and killed him. 

Yet, anyone who followed this 
weekend’s news will know that in 
2013 - 12 years after 9/11 and two 
years after the US operation to kill 
Osama bin Laden - the heir to the 
British throne, Charles Windsor, 
accepted £1 million from two of 
Osama’s half-brothers. According to 
the Sunday Times: 

Prince Charles accepted the 
money from Bakr bin Laden, who 
heads the wealthy Saudi family, 
and Bakr’s brother, Shafiq, 
following a meeting with Bakr at 
Clarence House.1

The heir to the throne took the money 
despite objections from advisors and 
the Prince of Wales Charitable Fund. 
However, Sir Ian Cheshire, chairman 
of PWCF, told the newspaper that the 
2013 donation had been “carefully 
considered” by the five trustees at 
the time.

All this in the week that saw the 
killing of bin Laden’s successor, 
former Egyptian eye surgeon Ayman 
al-Zawahiri, by a US drone strike in 
Afghanistan.

These two leaders of al-Qa’eda 
might be dead, but the devastation 
caused by their atrocities and by 
offshoots, such as Islamic State and 
Khorassan al-Qa’eda - not to forget 
two decades of the so-called ‘war on 
terror’ led by the US and its allies - 
have truly destroyed large chunks 
of the Middle East, leaving us 
with failed states in Iraq, Syria and 
Lebanon, and civil wars, hunger and 
destitution.

But who was leading these 
terrorist jihadi groups? Who 
was financing them? The reality 
regarding the leadership of these 
groups in the Middle East has no 
relation to western popular images of 
jihadi ‘soldiers’. After their deaths, 
western media tell us that Zawahiri 
was born into a middle-class family 
of doctors and academics. According 
to the BBC: “His grandfather, Rabia 
al-Zawahiri, was the grand imam of 
al-Azhar, the centre of Sunni Islamic 
learning in the Middle East, while one 
of his uncles was the first secretary 
general of the Arab League.” The 
grand imam of al-Azhar mosque 
had close ties to Saudi royals. In 
2001 when Saudi Arabia’s king Fahd 
allowed the stationing of foreign 
troops in his country, he asked the 
religious leader of al-Azhar, instead 
of the grand mufti of Saudi Arabia, to 
issue a fatwa legitimising the move.

In the case of Osama bin Laden, 
we are talking of an extended family 
with close ties to Saudi royals - in fact 
a more fascinating and complicated 
story.

The bin Laden family - also 
rendered as bin Ladin - were, and 
remain, a very wealthy family with 
decades of association with the 
al Saoud royals who rule the country. 
As in the case of the ex-shah of Iran, 
British royals consider these ‘new 
Middle Eastern dynasties’, who exist 
- and indeed came to power, one 
way or another - courtesy of British 
colonial rule in the first decades of 
the 20th century, with disdain - a bit 
like former servants who have made 

good. But the current economic 
global situation means they have 
to accept donations - ‘bakhshish’ - 
from these former servants and their 
associates, however unsavoury this 
might sound.

So who are the bin Ladens?
The family’s origin has been 

traced to the village of al-Rubat 
in southern Yemen, where Awad 
bin Laden lived. His son, Mohammed 
bin Awad bin Laden (1908-67), 
emigrated to Saudi Arabia and set 
up a construction company. His 
first project involved the renovation 
of the Saudi royal palace, initiated 
by the Saudi king. Later the family 
obtained exclusive rights for the 
construction of all religious places, 
not just in the religious city of Mecca 
but also in Medina and the holy 
places in Jerusalem - the latter until 
the 1967 war. The bin Laden empire 
then moved into other spheres such 
as trade, finance and banking.

Socially, Mohammad bin Laden 
was closely associated with the 
Saudi royals, and his sons attended 
the same college as the offspring 
of Saudi and other Arab royals in 
Alexandria, in Egypt. 

When Mohammed bin Laden 
died in 1967, his son, Salem, took 
over the family’s many enterprises, 
until his own death in an air crash in 
1988. However, even after Salem’s 
death, the bin Ladens remained 
part of a select group of friends 
surrounding Saudi king Fahd. 
Others in the same circle included 
prince Khaled Turki al Soudairi (the 
king’s brother-in-law), prince Faisal 
ben Turki al Abdullah (married to 
another sister) as well as the family of 
the king’s wife Moona, the Ibrahims.

These trusted friends of Saudi 
royals were given various tasks, such 
as acting as chaperones to the princes, 
or advisors helping them start their 
business ventures - as was the case 
of prince Mohammed ben Fahd and 
prince Daud ben Nayef, who became 
heads of major Saudi financial 
empires and international companies 
in the 1980s.

There was also a political aspect 
to Salem bin Laden’s financial 
activities. Like Ali ben Moussalem, 

Salem played a role in the US 
operations in the Middle East and 
Central America during the 80s.

It was these close ties that led to 
Osama bin Laden’s involvement 
in the Afghan war. Soon after the 
Soviet intervention in Afghanistan - 
or, according to some commentators, 
even before it - the United States 
in collaboration with Pakistan’s 
Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) got 
involved in the war, paying hundreds 
of million of dollars a year to the 
Afghan mujahideen insurgents who 
were fighting the pro-Soviet secular 
government in Kabul. The operation, 
code named Cyclone, included 
native Afghan mujahideen as well 
as Muslim volunteers from other 
countries. They were called ‘Afghan 
Arabs’.

Osama bin Laden, who had 
studied business administration 
at King Abdul Aziz University in 
Jeddah, was the most famous of the 
Afghan Arabs. 

He had volunteered for the war 
at a meeting attended by senior 
Saudi royals. When the king asked 
the gathered group if anyone would 
volunteer to lead the jihad against 
the atheist Soviets and the Afghan 
government, Osama bin Laden was 
the only one to raise his hand. He 
subsequently went to Afghanistan 
and was known there as a pious 
Saudi who provided his own money 
and helped raise millions from other 
wealthy Persian Gulf Arabs for the 
jihad against the ‘infidel’ Soviet 
Union. A computer database he 
created in 1988 listing the names of 
volunteers for the Afghan war led 
to the formation that year of a new 
militant network named al-Qa’eda 
(Arabic: “the Base”).

Despite official US denials, there 
is plenty of evidence showing that 
bin Laden and his fighters received 
American and Saudi funding. In a 
2004 article entitled “Al-Qa’eda’s 
origins and links”, published by the 
BBC website, we read:

During the anti-Soviet war 
bin Laden and his fighters 
received American and Saudi 
funding. Some analysts believe 

bin Laden himself had security 
training from the CIA.2

This claim was supported by Robin 
Cook, UK foreign secretary from 
1997 to 2001. He wrote: 

bin Laden was, though, a product 
of a monumental miscalculation 
by western security agencies. 
Throughout the 80s he was 
armed by the CIA and funded 
by the Saudis to wage war 
against the Russian occupation of 
Afghanistan.3

After ‘victory in Afghanistan’, bin 
Laden was welcomed in Saudi Arabia 
as a war hero. By this stage, however, 
he was already a victim of western 
propaganda, under the illusion that 
the mujahideen had single-handedly 
defeated a superpower: the Soviet 
Union. 

It was this delusion that made him 
more ambitious, this time trying to 
remove US bases from holy Saudi 
land. The Frankenstein created 
by the US was now at war with its 
former paymaster, its creator.

In 1990, after the Iraqi invasion 
of Kuwait, the Saudi authorities did 
not agree to bin Laden’s requests 
to use his ‘army’ to defend the 
Saudi kingdom against the threat 
of a “military invasion” by Iraqi 
dictator Saddam Hussein. Instead 
Saudi royals relied on US troops for 
protection. This was the start of a 
conflict between Saudi royals and 
bin Laden, who left the country in 
1991, settling in Sudan.

Family finances 
Of course, no-one in Saudi Arabia 
can hold large fortunes unless they 
work with the royals, and Saudis 
talk of a discrete link between the 
bin Laden group and the royal 
family. The bin Laden family is 
represented in most Saudi cities 
and in a number of Middle Eastern 
capitals: Beirut, Cairo, Amman, 
Dubai.

According to the US PBS 
network a number of significant 
projects have been noted in Saudi 
Arabia itself during recent years:

n $296 million contract with other 
companies such as Ditco (Ben Zagr), 
Saud ben Birdgis, al Mouraiban, 
Kara, etc, for the construction of a 
ring freeway around Riyadh.
n SAR (Saudi riyal) 1.3 billion 
contract for construction of housing 
units for the security forces in 
Jiddahh.
n SAR 1.3 billion contract for similar 
units for the National Guard at Mecca.
n SAR 1.1 billion contract for 
construction of the Kharj Military 
City near Riyadh.
n SAR 1.1 billion contract for the 
Mecca Royal Divan.
n SAR 4 billion contract for expansion 
of the Mecca holy places.

Several other major projects 
in Saudi Arabia have been noted 
recently:
n Construction and improvements 
at the Riyadh airport for the 
al Salem aircraft company, including 
construction of nine hangars, 
as part of one of the five offset 
programs in the US-Saudi Peace 
Shield agreement. Scheduled for 
completion in 1995, these operations 
are to transform Riyadh’s King 
Khaled International Airport into one 
of the world’s largest, ranking with 
Singapore, Frankfurt, etc.
n A $10 million contract for 
construction of a moulded plastics 
factory at Jubail, in partnership with 
the Swiss group, Buss AG, in the 
framework of the Jubail regional 
expansion plan and in cooperation 
with prince Abdullah bin Faisal and 
Saudi Formaldehyde Chemical Co 
(SFCCL), founded in November 
1990 at the initiative of the Jubail-
Yanbu royal commission and 
businessman Mazen Al Lahiq.

When it comes to international 
finance, the bin Laden family seems 
omnipresent. In France, the Banque 
al Saoudi faced bankruptcy in 
1989, but was saved by the Banque 
de France and partially taken over 
by Banque Indosuez, becoming 
Banque Française de l’Orient, which 
later merged with former Lebanese 
pro-Saudi premier Rafik Hariri’s 
Méditerranée group.

The bank was, of course, 
important to Saudi royals, as the 
honorary chairman was none other 
than prince Mohammad bin Fahd, 
and the board of directors included 
sheik Salem bin Laden, sheik 
Bugshan and Khalid bin Mahfouz.

In London, the bin Laden 
group also controlled the Abdoulla 
brothers’ Evered Holdings in the 
1990s. In 2019 the family’s wealth, 
including holdings in Egypt, was 
estimated at a net worth of $7 billion 
(SAR 1,093 billion).

Paying £1 million to the prince 
Charles charity would have been small 
change for the family. After all, many 
decades ago in 1962, when $1 million 
meant a lot more than now, the shah 
of Iran allegedly paid $1 million to be 
photographed next to Elizabeth II at 
the wedding anniversary of the Dutch 
queen.

There is nothing new about the 
miserable connection between Middle 
Eastern nouveau riche royals and 
aristocratic older European royals. 
What is strange is the lack of any 
analysis about the historic connections 
of Saudi and other Persian Gulf royals 
with jihadi terrorists l

Notes
1. www.thetimes.co.uk/article/prince-charles-
accepted-1m-from-family-of-osama-bin-
laden-7pd55sgn6.
2. news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/1670089.
stm.
3. www.theguardian.com/uk/2005/jul/08/
july7.development.
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Migration delusions
The Tory leadership rivals’ attempts to outbid each other on being ‘hard on immigration’ promote delusions, 
argues Mike Macnair

L iz Truss would expand the 
scheme of sending asylum-
seekers to Rwanda (just after 

the chairman of the Senate foreign 
relations committee called for a 
review of US support for Rwanda 
on human rights grounds …).1

Rishi Sunak would, in addition, 
revive the dodgy idea of using 
cruise ships (in financial trouble 
these days) as new “hulks” to 
accommodate asylum-seekers at 
sea, as were convicts from 1776 
(when the outbreak of the American 
revolution stopped transportation 
to the American colonies) until the 
early 19th century.2 These pieces 
of kite-flying are merely a bidding 
war to show Tory members, who are 

about to elect their new leader (and 
prime minister), that both of the 
remaining candidates will be tough 
on immigration.

Tony Blair (in)famously 
promised to be “tough on crime, 
tough on the causes of crime”. 
“Tough on the causes of crime” 
never meant much. The Tories, of 
course, always denied that ‘crime’ 
had any causes other than human 
wickedness (and, behind that, the 
Christian doctrine of ‘original 
sin’). But “tough on crime” 
implied increased police spending, 
which increases the recording 
of crimes and the extremely 
expensive use of imprisonment. Its 
marginal effect in reducing crime 

by ‘incapacitating’ offenders is 
outweighed by its stronger, opposite 
effect of socialising prisoners to 
repeat offending. Even Tory home 
secretaries, if they stay in office 
long enough, end by trying to 
reduce prison numbers (if only to 
save money).

‘Tough on immigration’ has been 
ideologically ascendant for decades 
now; but nobody has suggested 
‘tough on the causes of immigration’. 
Why not? ‘Tough on the causes of 
crime’ was a nice piece of spin, in 
which ‘the causes of crime’ could 
be suggested to be social inequality 
of a sort which could be ameliorated 
by tinkering at the edges with 
benefit improvements, expanded 
educational access, and so on (in the 
Blair-Brown partnership, this was 
Brown’s territory as chancellor). It 
could thus be within the framework 
of the ‘national unity’ beloved of 
Labour leaderships. But to think 
about the causes of immigration 
immediately poses the question of 
the place of Britain in the global 
hierarchy. And it also poses that 
of the global dynamics of US 
imperialism’s responses to its 
relative decline, and to its defeat in 
Vietnam, after Nixon’s break with 
the gold standard in August 1971. 
To discuss the causes of migration 
at all - except in Tory terms of 
the wickedness of immigrants - is 
thus inconsistent with the British 
nationalism of the Labour Party.

Economic
In Tory and Tory-influenced 
discourse, “economic migrants” 
are the fundamental sinners.3 This 
displays double standards, since 
within Britain “strivers” who seek 
to improve their situation by hard 
work and willingness to move are 
Tory heroes, as opposed to those 
“scroungers” who claim benefits. 
Norman Tebbit in 1981 famously 
argued that the unemployed should 

do as his father did in the 1930s, 
when he “got on his bike to look 
for work”.4 So it’s great when Brits 
migrate in search of better economic 
prospects, but only a problem when 
foreigners migrate to Britain - for 
the same reason.

The starting point has to be 
the numbers. Fortunately, a May 
2022 House of Commons Library 
Briefing Paper provides us with 
quite a lot of information.5 We have 
to start with the UK population, 
because this should give us some 
sense of proportion. At around 50 
million in 1950, the UK population 
grew to around 57 million in 
1990, and now stands at around 67 
million. In 1950-90 this growth was 
mainly “natural increase”, meaning 
that more people were born than 
died.6 Net migration (the number 
of immigrants, less the number 
of emigrants) was, in this period, 
more often than not negative: thus, 
for example, in 1968, the year of 
Enoch Powell’s ‘Rivers of blood’ 
speech against black immigration, 
56,000 more people emigrated than 
immigrated.

‘Anti-immigration’ was, thus, 
in this period, when net migration 
was usually negative, necessarily 
code for racism against people of 
colour, on the basis of the inherited 
ideologies of British colonialism. 
The British left, having campaigned 
against immigration control 
ideology on the basis that it was 
racist (which it certainly was in the 
late 1960s-70s), lost sight of the 
underlying sectionalism/national 
chauvinism - not imperialist racism 
- that informed Tory campaigns 
against French Huguenot 
(Protestant) refugees in the 1680s, 
and so on, and that has become far 
more important since the 1990s.

Around 1993 net migration 
turned consistently positive and 
became the main driver of UK 
population growth. It is probable that 

a main cause of this development 
was that universities, including the 
‘new university sector’ (former 
polytechnics and colleges) were 
at this time heavily incentivised 
by new higher education funding 
regimes to seek to attract overseas 
(non-European Union) students. 
Students on degrees lasting more 
than one year count in the statistics 
as “immigrants”, and they are 
the largest single component of 
motivations to come to Britain 
(36%): in 2019 238,000 out of a 
total of 681,000 immigrants. There 
have been periodic suggestions that 
students should be removed from 
the migration figures: the effect 
for 2019 would be to reduce net 
migration from 271,000 to 33,000 
(409,000 people emigrated), but 
this would make UK statistics 
inconsistent with the rest of the 
world. It would also probably be 
misleading, since in the first place 
the overseas students who graduate 
will be replaced by new overseas 
students, so that overseas student 
recruitment for three-year degrees 
of 238,000 is a permanent addition 
to UK population of 714,000; and, 
secondly, a significant proportion 
of overseas students (not precisely 
known) go on to employment in the 
UK.7 (The second most common 
reason for migrating (32%) is 
moving to the UK to take up an 
actual job.)

The second element in the shift 
is likely to be delayed consequences 
of the 1986 ‘Big Bang’ deregulation 
of financial services, which, after an 
initial boom-bust, led to the massive 
expansion of the London financial 
sector; and of the 1992 ‘Black 
Wednesday’, in which the UK was 
forced out of the European Exchange 
Rate Mechanism (ERM). Though 
this was immediately embarrassing 
to the Major government, it was 
in fact to the UK’s medium-term 
benefit (just as the US leaving the 

They will keep on coming

Almost halfway
First up, we have comrade PM - 

just back from a wedding down 
in Wales and still brushing off the 
confetti, but straight back into 
action post-nuptials. “I thought 
I’d better prioritise the list of 
Summer Offensive contributions 
since last Thursday,” he tells us. 
What a trooper …

So this week our stalwart 
international comrade, AM, 
gives the SO £82. Following 
close behind, we have, JC (£5), 
DI (£10), YM (£10) and ML 
(£20). With one exception, these 
are all modest contributions, 
but, combined, they add up to 
something quite useful.

Then, stepping up a notch, 
we have MM, who has donated 
a sturdy £200 - gleaned from his 
overtime, apparently. Meanwhile 
comrade CD has done something 

similar with his tax rebate of 
£145. In fact, he also threw in an 
extra £100 just for luck!

In addition, BD gave us a 
useful £40, while JC broke his 
duck with a sturdy £215. MM 
and OP were pretty much neck 
and neck with their £300 and 
£291 respectively. However, 
the winner this week (by a 
country mile) is comrade CB, 
who breasted the tape with an 
excellent £476.

His and all our other 
comrades’ sacrifice and hard 
graft have added a no-nonsense 
boost to our target of £30,000 by 
the end of Communist University 
(August 20). It now stands at 
£14,255. Great work, comrades 
- but remember, we’re not quite 
halfway there yet! l

Linda Carr

Summer Offensive



What we 
fight for
n Without organisation the 
working class is nothing; with 
the highest form of organisation 
it is everything.
n  There exists no real Communist 
Party today. There are many 
so-called ‘parties’ on the left. In 
reality they are confessional sects. 
Members who disagree with the 
prescribed ‘line’ are expected to 
gag themselves in public. Either 
that or face expulsion.
n Communists operate according 
to the principles of democratic 
centralism. Through ongoing debate 
we seek to achieve unity in action 
and a common world outlook. As 
long as they support agreed actions, 
members should have the right to 
speak openly and form temporary 
or permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all impe-
rialist wars and occupations but 
constantly strive to bring to the fore 
the fundamental question–ending war 
is bound up with ending capitalism.
n Communists are internationalists. 
Everywhere we strive for the closest 
unity and agreement of working class 
and progressive parties of all countries. 
We oppose every manifestation 
of national sectionalism. It is an 
internationalist duty to uphold the 
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The working class must be 
organised globally. Without a global 
Communist Party, a Communist 
International, the struggle against 
capital is weakened and lacks 
coordination.
n Communists have no interest 
apart from the working class 
as a whole. They differ only in 
recognising the importance of 
Marxism as a guide to practice. 
That theory is no dogma, but 
must be constantly added to and 
enriched.
n Capitalism in its ceaseless 
search for profit puts the future 
of humanity at risk. Capitalism is 
synonymous with war, pollution, 
exploitation and crisis. As a global 
system capitalism can only be 
superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never 
willingly allow their wealth and 
power to be taken away by a 
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant 
methods objective circumstances 
allow to achieve a federal republic 
of England, Scotland and Wales, 
a united, federal Ireland and a 
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial 
unions. Bureaucracy and class 
compromise must be fought and 
the trade unions transformed into 
schools for communism.
n Communists are champions of 
the oppressed. Women’s oppression, 
combating racism and chauvinism, 
and the struggle for peace and 
ecological sustainability are just 
as much working class questions 
as pay, trade union rights and 
demands for high-quality health, 
housing and education.
n Socialism represents victory 
in the battle for democracy. It is 
the rule of the working class. 
Socialism is either democratic or, 
as with Stalin’s Soviet Union, it 
turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage 
of the worldwide transition to 
communism - a system which 
knows neither wars, exploitation, 
money, classes, states nor nations. 
Communism is general freedom 
and the real beginning of human 
history.
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gold standard in 1971 has been to the 
US’s benefit to this day.) The effect 
is that competitive devaluation 
(through floating currency) 
cheapens exports, and hence allows 
the export of unemployment to 
countries which are unable to 
devalue - in this case, the ERM 
and, since 1995, the euro zone 
countries. The net result is that there 
are jobs to be had in the UK (and 
Brexit has produced actual labour 
shortages in at least some sectors8), 
while International Monetary Fund 
‘structural adjustment’ programmes, 
the effects of the euro, and so on, 
produce unemployment in other 
countries.

Back to the proportions. Taking 
the 2019 figures, about 1% of the 
total UK population immigrated 
(removing the overseas students 
gives 0.6%). Similarly, if only 
approximately, 0.6% of the 
population emigrated. Positive net 
migration running over 30 years 
does produce a significant increase 
in population, as we have seen; 
but those willing to move at any 
one time make up a pretty small 
proportion of that population. Why?

The answer, which is important, is 
that there are in fact very substantial 
disincentives for moving, even 
long-distance within the UK, let 
alone from country to country. In 
first place is the simple cost: this is 
a particular obstacle to the young. 
Second, where the jobs are, land 
prices go up, so that migrating in 
search of a better job often means 
paying more for less housing. 
Third, for people with children, 
migrating potentially means the loss 
of family and social networks which 
support childcare (particularly 
grandmothers). Fourth, there are 
cultural differences even within the 
UK (northern and southern England 
as well as Scotland, Wales and the 
Six Counties of Northern Ireland), 
which may produce a degree of 
discomfort in moving. The case 
is very much stronger in relation 
to migrating between countries, 
which may involve having to speak 
your second or third language, as 
well as radical changes in the sort 
of legal order, and so on. Finally, 
credentialism is generally national, 
so that skilled workers, if they 
migrate, may have to take unskilled 
jobs for lack of the relevant 
credentials.

The next consequence of all these 
features is that the ‘pull factor’ of 
the ‘striver’ searching for a better 
job, a better life or adventure 

overseas is a pretty limited driver 
for migration: we can see it among 
overseas students, among managers 
in multinational firms, and among 
academics, but not much more 
widely. Far more important is 
the ‘push factor’: by causing 
unemployment and ‘austerity’ (or 
worse) in the country from which 
migrants come, migrants are driven 
to follow the jobs. The compulsion 
is not as extreme as the Atlantic 
slave trade, or the London orphans 
who the City sold to Arkwright to 
staff his mills as indentured labour, 
the late 19th century coolies, or 
‘modern slavery’ arrangements. But 
it is compulsion nonetheless.

This explains why the UK was 
roughly in balance with migration 
during the period of the post-war 
boom (which, on a pull-factor 
theory of migration, should have 
sucked lots of migrants in), but 
then became characterised by 
net migration, once the effects 
of ‘neoliberal’ financialised 
globalisation began to feed through 
in the 1990s. The policies the USA 
and UK promoted from the 1980s 
substantially worsened conditions 
in other countries, thereby creating 
economic push-factors which 
promoted migration.

The figures I have given, and the 
examples, relate to the UK. But the 
underlying principles are true across 
the board. The rise in pressure for 
economic migration is the product 
of the radical preference for creditor 
and financial sector interests 
adopted, gradually, after the break-
up of the Bretton Woods regime 
in 1971, and accelerated in the 
1994 GATT II (‘general agreement 
on tariffs and trade’) deal. By 
prioritising the free movement of 
capital, and ‘solutions’ to inequality 
between nations based on loans and 
financial engineering, the result is 
the financially enforced movement 
of labour. The ‘immigration 
problem’ in the UK is, frankly, 
marginal by comparison with the 
problems affecting migrant labour 
elsewhere in the world.

Refugees
The creation of pressure from 
refugees and asylum-seekers is a 
more extreme form of the same 
compulsion. The numbers are a lot 
smaller - 37,000 asylum applicants 
in 2021, or 6% of immigrants. Small 
numbers of asylum applicants have 
been an element of migration since 
the time when Marx was exiled 
in London. As with economic 

migrants, the numbers remained 
limited through the ‘cold war’ 
period. The pattern is: while the 
‘authoritarian’ nationalist regimes 
produced a trickle of asylum-
seekers, US and allied interventions 
to enforce ‘human rights’ through 
sanctions, bombs and invasions 
produce state failures, hand power 
to religious nutcases and gangsters, 
and in consequence produce floods 
of refugees and asylum-seekers.

I say ‘US and allied interventions’ 
intentionally, although quite a lot of 
the events in question are ostensibly 
merely civil wars or local wars. But 
the fact is that the US has, since its 
defeat in Vietnam, avoided direct 
intervention with US ‘boots on 
the ground’ (Afghanistan and Iraq 
remain exceptional cases). Instead, 
siege warfare, euphemistically 
called ‘economic sanctions’, proxies 
(as with Saudi Arabia in Yemen), 
and proxies of proxies (as in the 
Saudi and Gulf-state Islamist client 
forces in Syria) are used to wreck 
states whose leaderships in one 
way or another ‘diss’ the US capo 
or have done so at some time in the 
past. This method costs massively 
less than the reconstruction of South 
Korea as a front-line capitalist state 
- or the failed attempt to reconstruct 
South Vietnam for the same ends, 
but without (as in South Korea) 
expropriating the landlord class. It 
also avoids awkward questions in 
Congress about war powers, since 
the US is funding and training 
overseas actors rather than being 
formally militarily engaged. The 
list is long - Angola, Mozambique, 
Afghanistan, the Khmer Rouge 
in Cambodia, the ‘Contras’ in 
Nicaragua … down to the US’s 2014 
operation in Kyiv and the ongoing 
war in Ukraine. The consequences 
are mere destruction and flight of 
capital (quite a lot of which ends 
up in the US financial system as a 
safe haven), without any real chance 
of recovery - hence making large 
ongoing numbers of refugees and 
asylum-seekers.

This is a US policy, driven by 
the particular responses of the US 
to its relative decline. Britain, at 
the equivalent stage of relative 
decline, but with continued absolute 
dominance in the later 19th century, 
expanded its colonial territories 
to provide captive markets. But 
Britain is now a subordinate ally 
of the US, and one which takes 
less distance from US policy than 
other subordinate allies; and the 
City of London is an offshore 
financial centre licensed by the 
USA. So Britain shares the US’s 
responsibility for this covert form 
of aggressive war: and, in doing so, 
the country should naturally expect 
to receive a good many refugees and 
asylum-seekers …

Delusions
Both the Tories’ policy on 
immigration and the ideas of the 
labour movement and the left are 
governed by delusions. The Tory 
case is simpler: ‘cracking down 
on immigration’, which they have 
been doing ever since the Heath 
government, will not reduce the 
pressures which drive immigration, 
but only result in more public 
spending and, in the end - like Tory 
home secretaries being driven to 
reduce imprisonment - amnesties, 
without admitting the money was 
wasted.

On the labour movement side, 
the delusion is that of the liberal 
approach - ‘Asylum-seekers 
welcome here’, and so on - which 
goes on asserting that because 
immigration increases economic 
output (true) it cannot make 
workers worse off (false). It should 
be blindingly obvious that more 
people competing for jobs allows 
the employers to offer less; and the 

rises in private-sector wages in the 
face of labour shortages illustrates 
the point in the other direction.9

However, labour-movement 
support for immigration controls 
as a solution to this problem 
merely buys into the Tories’ 
delusion just discussed. The effect 
of ‘immigration controls’ is not 
actually to control immigration, 
but to create an increasingly large 
class of illegal immigrants - who 
are absolutely at the mercy of their 
employers. The effect is thus to 
drive down wages.

In this paper we have twice printed 
Ben Lewis’s translation of the 1907 
resolution of the Second International 
on the question of migration.10 This 
begins with the proposition that 
“the immigration and emigration 
of workers are phenomena that are 
just as inseparable from the essence 
of capitalism as unemployment, 
overproduction and workers’ 
underconsumption”. And it goes on 
to recognise the problems migration 
causes for the workers’ movement, 
and to propose concrete measures 
for how to deal with these - most 
especially by endeavouring to fight 
for across-the-board minimum 
standards of wages and conditions, 
and to organise immigrant workers.

One point, however, definitely 
needs to be added. This is the 
point demonstrated by the course 
of events since the 1970s: that is, 
that the freedom of capital to move 
inherently entails that labour is 
forced to move. It is not an interest 
of the working class that everyone 
should be obliged to uproot 
themselves, whenever capital thinks 
that production could be ‘more 
efficiently’ carried on somewhere 
else: rather, the class interest of the 
working class is in general human 
development, wherever we happen 
to be.

And that implies fighting to 
destroy capital’s freedom to move l
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Curse of faction
James Harvey looks at reactions to the Forde report and what it says about the state of the Labour Party’s left

While much of the media’s 
attention over the last few 
weeks has been focussed 

on the Tory Party leadership contest, 
there have also been some important 
developments that reveal much 
about the current balance of forces 
and the dynamics that shape the 
Labour Party.

The first event was the long-
delayed publication of the Forde 
report, which looked at the leaking 
of an internal report on the handling 
of claims of anti-Semitism within the 
party, but went on to discuss what 
Forde calls the “wider structural 
and cultural issues that precipitated 
an extremely difficult chapter in the 
life of the party”.1 Forde is a QC and 
the tone and structure of the whole 
report was consciously judicious and 
carefully balanced in its language. 
For example, blame for the crisis was 
evenly attributed to all sides under 
the catch-all sin of “factionalism”. 
As the report puts it, the central issue 
was the lack of “mutual respect and a 
great deal of evidence of factionalism 
- so deep-rooted that the party had 
found itself dysfunctional”.2 This 
balanced tone was picked up by the 
media and subsequently spun by the 
Labour apparatchiks around Starmer 
(‘Nothing to see here: let’s move on. 
That was then, this is now’). Starmer 
is the leader, the left has been purged 
and so, for the Labour right and their 
friends in the media, that’s the end of 
factionalism then.3

However, the Labour left felt 
vindicated and, although many were 
aware of political dangers in Forde’s 
‘balanced’ attribution of blame, 
they welcomed what the report 
revealed about the machinations of 
the Labour bureaucracy against the 
Corbyn leadership and the smearing 
of the left with false and outrageous 
accusations of anti-Semitism.4 Forde 
had probably written his report 
with just such cherry-picking in 
mind: of course, allow the left to 
claim some sort of moral victory 
and ex post facto vindication by all 
means, but do nothing to address the 
real reasons for the attacks on the 
Corbyn leadership and the onslaught 
on leftwing Labour activists. 
“Factionalism” is a smokescreen, 
not an explanation. All parties and 
movements have factions with 
different political and organisational 
objectives, struggling to win support 
for their positions. In some cases, 
however, to label your opponents 
a ‘faction’ is to delegitimise not 
only their politics, but even their 
very existence or physical safety - 
especially under absolutist regimes 
or repressive dictatorships.

In the Forde report accusations 
of “factionalism” are deliberately 
used to obscure the political reality 
of a struggle directed by the Labour 
bureaucracy and an openly pro-
capitalist wing of the party with close 
links to the state. This conscious and 
well-organised campaign against 
Jeremy Corbyn (and the hundreds of 
thousands of left members who had 
joined the party when he was elected 

leader in 2015) was designed to regain 
control and ensure that capitalism 
had a reliable second eleven in place. 
The labour bureaucracy and the 
trade unions leadership have long 
been closely integrated into the state 
and bourgeois society, acting as the 
‘labour lieutenants of capital’ within 
the working class movement.

However, despite the sub-
reformism of Corbyn’s politics, 
the movement that he headed had 
the potential to destabilise this 
cosy relationship between the 
ruling class and the bureaucrats. 
Moreover, even a timidly critical 
Corbyn government had dangerous 
implications internationally for the 
US alliance, Nato and supporting 
Israel in the Middle East, so the 
need to defeat Corbyn by any means 
possible became clear to everyone - 
except Forde, it seems. He confines 
his ‘analysis’ to moral failings and 
personal unpleasantness, in the 
manner of an exasperated parent 
dealing with squabbling children. 
His recommendations amount to an 
exhortation that leaves the Labour 
right firmly in control - stop all this 
arguing, don’t be naughty and play 
nicely together - on our terms!

Where next?
If Starmer could be generally happy 
with the ‘balanced ‘Forde report 
and its reception in the media, the 
continuing wave of strikes and the 
‘unruly’ behaviour of some of his 
front-bench spokespeople and MPs 
has caused him a few headaches. 
Although the sacking of Sam Tarry 

as shadow transport minister has 
drawn the most headlines, the 
appearance of other leading Labour 
MPs on picket lines, in contravention 
to Starmer’s instructions to stay 
away, shows some of the continuing 
structural fault lines within Labour.5

Sir Keir’s sole aim is to become 
prime minister and his strategy is 
one of classic ‘triangulation’ - which 
involves tacking even further to the 
right and demonstrating to both ruling 
class and potential ‘middle ground’ 
voters that he is a safe pair of hands 
who can be trusted. A ‘responsible’ 
position on strikes and the cost of 
living crisis is just the right place 
to start. With the Tories in disarray 
and further bad economic news on 
the horizon, Starmer hopes that by 
adopting an ‘even-handed’ approach 
to the disputes and avoiding any firm 
policy commitments, he can get into 
Downing Street without too much 
fuss.

The roots of these politics lie in 
the contradictory nature of Labour as 
a bourgeois workers’ party: that is, a 
party which from its very beginnings 
was rooted in the organised working 
class within the trade unions, while 
its leadership was just as firmly 
rooted in capitalism and committed 
to the existing constitutional order. 
All this presents both opportunities 
and challenges for Starmer. It also 
helps to explain why he has adopted 
his current electoral strategy and 
the reasons for the type of limited 
opposition he now faces from the 
likes of Sam Tarry.

Although, both in the 

Parliamentary Labour Party 
and amongst the rank-and-file 
membership, the left is at one of 
its lowest points historically, these 
links with the unions and the wider 
working class provide the conditions 
for the spontaneous reproduction of 
the Labour left, irrespective of how 
fragile and inchoate a form it may 
take. Starmer probably calculates, 
quite correctly, that on past form he 
can safely contain that left and keep 
control of the party machine. After 
all, even ‘principled rebel’ Sam Tarry, 
who publicly declares that he “wants 
to reclaim Labour”, also pledges his 
unswerving loyalty to Starmer and 
his strategy to get into No10.6

So, given the official left’s 
complicity in the witch-hunt and 
its cowed acquiescence since the 
leadership election, Starmer can 
have little to fear from such a loyal 
left opposition of this sort. Even 
so, rumours persist that Sir Keir is 
unsure he can win an election on 
his own and that he hankers after 
some form of ‘progressive alliance’ 
with the Liberal Democrats and the 
electoral centre ground. This would 
entail breaking the link with the trade 
unions and would repeat a strategy 
that Tony Blair contemplated - 
until winning in 1997 with an 
unexpectedly massive majority 
(making a coalition with the Lib 
Dems impossible). The high profile 
of militant union leaders, such as 
RMT’s Mike Lynch, combined with 
the open estrangement between 
sections of the union leadership, 
such as Sharon Graham of Unite, 
and the current Labour leadership, 
makes this development more of a 
possibility than at any time since the 
1990s.

If we cannot read Starmer’s 
mind, we can certainly understand 
the dynamics that shape the politics 
of the Labour left. Sam Tarry’s 
“absolute belief” that Starmer should 
be prime minister, combined with 
his calls to “reclaim Labour”, says 
it all. Brother Sam and the rest of 
the official Labour left can only see 
politics through the prism of the 
election of a Labour government. 
Electing a Labour government - 
hopefully one day a ‘left’ one - is 
the sum total of their strategy. To 
them the Labour Party is the only 
instrument for achieving what they 
call ‘socialism’ - in reality a limited, 
reformed type of capitalism - and so 
they have to cling on for dear life to 

any form of a political and careerist 
future. How else can they advance 
the ‘socialist’ cause?

For others on the left, however, 
the possibility that Starmer will 
break with the unions or that more 
unions will disaffiliate opens up 
the perspective of a new left party 
emerging. Based on the trade unions 
and drawing in the expelled and 
scattered fragments of the Labour 
left and beyond, we are assured 
by some that this would be a ‘real 
Labour’ party purged of the right 
and committed to socialism. As 
with Starmer’s supposed dalliance 
with progressive politics and tactical 
electoral alliances, rumours and 
hopes abound on the left that Corbyn 
will return from exile to lead such a 
new left project.

To date these dreams have not 
come anywhere near to being 
realised and, given the current state 
of the Labour left, they are unlikely 
to come about. As the history of a 
whole series of initiatives to the left 
of Labour has shown since the late 
1990s, unless the left completely 
breaks with the perspectives and 
politics of Labourism, it will simply 
reproduce them, albeit in a ‘left’ 
form.

Halfway houses, ‘broad alliances 
of the left’ and unprincipled lash-
ups are just so many dead ends: the 
only real alternative and strategy for 
the left is not to ‘reclaim’ Labour 
or tail-end industrial militancy and 
protest movements, but to build a 
genuine Marxist party, armed with a 
revolutionary programme committed 
to the overthrow of capitalism and 
the self-emancipation of the working 
class l

On the one hand 
this, on the 
other hand 

that
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